
Competition Details:

- When: April 29th, 2023
- Where: North Idaho Athletic Club

o 408 S Main St, Moscow, ID, 83843
- Cost to Register: $85

- Early Sign Ups Close: March 31st, 2023

- Late Sign Ups Available till April 29th, 2023–Price $100

Timeline for the Event:

0700-0800: Athlete Check-In/Weigh-Ins

0800-0830: Technical Meeting

0830-0900: Volunteer Meeting/Athlete Warm-ups

0900: First Lift—Starting with Lightest Female Weight Category

Upon completion of final event points will be totaled and awards given. No timeline for events
has been established; more updates to come as we get closer to the meet.

Weight Categories (lbs):

Open/
Novice

M:
160>

M:161-
190

M:191-
229

M:230+ W:125>
W:126-

150
W:151-

175
W:176+

Weight Category Information:

Event weights have been divided into Male and Female by weight (lbs) and category of skill in
the form of an Open and Novice category. Open is more akin to what one might find at a Level 1
Strongman competition in an affiliated league and Novice is meant for those entering a
competition for the first time. All athletes will designate which category they wish to compete in
in their registration form. This may be changed on the day of the competition.

Event Rules, Weights, and Equipment Regulations:



Event 1: Max Axle Bar Deadlifts in 1 Minute

● Athletes have 60 seconds to complete as many reps as possible using CONVENTIONAL
deadlift technique—NO sumo. Athletes must receive the down command, may utilize
hitching, and are not required to complete a full reset between each rep.

● Permitted equipment includes the following: chalk, liquid chalk, knee sleeves, wrist
wraps, under belt, and over belt.

● Athletes are not permitted to use the following: tacky of any kind, deadlift suits, straps.

M:
160>

M:161-1
90

M:191-2
29

M:230+ W:125> W:126-1
50

W:151-1
75

W:176+

Open 325 375 425 475 200 225 250 275
Novice 260 300 340 380 175 200 225 250

Event 2: Overhead Medley

● Athletes will have 90 seconds to complete as many iterations of axle press, log, and an
ammo can block press. Athletes are allowed to do so in whichever order they please but
must complete each implement once before pursuing an implement they have already
completed. Push press, push jerk, and split jerk are permitted. NO BELT CLEANS.

● Permitted equipment includes the following: chalk, liquid chalk, knee sleeves, elbow
sleeves, wrist wraps, under belt, and over belt.

Axle Bar Overhead
M:

160>
M:161-1

90
M:191-2

29
M:230+ W:125> W:126-1

50
W:151-1

75
W:176+

Open 180 200 225 225 100 105 110 115
Novice 150 175 200 200 90 95 100 105

Log Overhead Press
M:

160>
M:161-1

90
M:191-2

29
M:230+ W:125> W:126-1

50
W:151-1

75
W:176+

Open 200 225 255 255 115 120 125 130
Novice 160 185 215 215 105 110 115 120

Ammo can block press weights to be announced.

Event 3: Loading Medley into Sled Pull

● Athletes will complete a four implement loading series onto a 52 inch tall platform
consisting of 2 sandbags (heaviest bag weight determined off the below chart), a keg, and
an ammo can; the weight of the kegs and ammo cans will be announced closer to the
competition. All implements must be placed onto the platforms before athletes may
proceed to the sled pull; athletes will then complete a 40ft rope sled pull. Cut off time is 1
minute and 30 seconds (1:30).



● Permitted equipment includes the following: chalk, liquid chalk, knee sleeves, wrist
wraps, under belt, and over belt.

Sandbag
M:

160>
M:161-1

90
M:191-2

29
M:230+ W:125> W:126-1

50
W:151-1

75
W:176+

Open 200 250 250 300 150 175 200 200
Novice 150 175 200 250 125 150 150 175

Sled
M:

160>
M:161-1

90
M:191-2

29
M:230+ W:125> W:126-

150
W:151-

175
W:176+

Open 500 585 685 750 365 405 455 500
Novice 405 500 585 685 315 365 405 455

Event 4: Max Distance Famers Carry in 60 Seconds

● Athletes will have 60 seconds to achieve a max distance farmers carry on a 40ft lane with
set turn around points. If the implement is dropped between the designated safe zones
time is called and distance is measured from the front of the furthest back farmers handle.
Athletes are allowed to set down the handles in the safe zones to turn around or may opt
to turn around while holding them in the safe zones. When time is called the athletes
must drop the implements and distance will be measured from the front of the furthest
back handle. Athletes must use a thumbed grip while carrying the handles to ensure wrist
hooking is not utilized; hook grip is permitted.

● Permitted equipment includes the following: chalk, liquid chalk, knee sleeves, wrists
wraps, under belt, and over belt.

● Athletes are not permitted to use the following equipment: tacky of any kind, straps.

*Note the weights shown below are divided by weight per hand. So the female 126-150 category
will be lifting a total of 280 for Open or 240 for Novice*

M:
160>

M:161-1
90

M:191-2
29

M:230+ W:125> W:126-1
50

W:151-1
75

W:176+

Open 220 240 260 280 120 140 160 180
Novice 160 190 220 240 100 120 140 155

Event 5: Bag Over Bar

● Athletes will have 60 seconds to successfully complete as many repetitions of sandbag
over bar as possible. Athletes may choose to either switch to the opposite side of the bar
in-between reps or to pull the bag under the bar to themselves.



● Permitted equipment includes the following: chalk, liquid chalk, knee sleeves, wrist
wraps, under belt, and over belt.

M:
160>

M:161-1
90

M:191-2
29

M:230+ W:125> W:126-1
50

W:151-1
75

W:176+

Open 200 250 250 300 150 175 200 200
Novice 150 175 200 250 125 150 150 175

Details for Photography Packages:

Athletes will have the option to buy photo packages captured over the course of the competition
by NIAC’s head of social media Hallie Bench. The two package types are detailed below:

Photo Package 1-$100: Athletes will receive all quality photos of them from the competition
unedited. This will range anywhere from 50-100 photos in total.

Photo Package 2-$150: Athletes will receive all quality photos unedited and 35-50 edited photos.


